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Abstract
This review synthesizes a wide literature on the agreement of treating clinicians’ PD diagnoses
with each other and their convergence with common research methods. Median interrater
reliability between clinicians was moderate when calculated dimensionally (r = .46) or
categorically (κ = .40). The agreement between clinicians’ diagnoses and those from research
methods (e.g., self-report questionnaire) was more modest. Median dimensional agreement
across 27 studies ranged from .05 to .36 with an overall median of .23. This overall value was
moderated by several factors. First, clinicians’ diagnoses agreed more with semistructured
interviews than self-report questionnaires. Second, convergence increased slightly when
clinicians utilized more systematic diagnostic methods. Results suggest relatively little overlap
between PD diagnoses assigned in research versus naturalistic settings.
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A Review of the Agreement between Clinicians’ Personality Disorder Diagnoses and those from
Other Methods and Sources
Personality Disorders (PDs) trace their history to the very origins of psychiatry, when the
French physician Philippe Pinel offered a description of a certain group of mental patients who
lacked delusions, hallucinations, or impaired intellectual functioning, and yet displayed
consistently maladaptive social behavior. He labeled this group with a category of manie sans
délire—insanity without delusion (Pinel, 1801, 1962). This early history recognizes the
importance of identifying PDs in clinical practice as they are associated with impairment of an
individual’s functioning that is significant (Gunderson et al., 2011) and even exceeds that of
other mental disorders (Noren et al., 2007). PDs are associated with severe, self-reported quality
of life impairment that is equivalent to that reported by individuals with other psychiatric and
medical conditions such as lung cancer, arthritis, and Parkinson’s disease (Soeteman, Verheul, &
Busschbach, 2008). A PD diagnosis quadruples all-cause mortality risk, relative to those without
a PD (Eaton et al., 2008), and portends poor treatment prognosis for individuals with other
psychiatric diagnoses (Bieling et al., 2003; Meier & Barrowclough, 2009; Newton-Howes, Tyrer,
& Johnson, 2006). In addition to these problematic impacts on the individual, PDs also pose a
significant public health burden in terms of their relations with violence (Fountoulakis, Leucht,
& Kaprinis, 2008), substance use (Trull, Jahng, Tomko, Wood, & Sher, 2010), and health service
utilization (Bender et al., 2001).
Despite their clear importance for a variety of consequential outcomes, the valid
identification of PDs within clinical practice remains complex and imperfect (Westen, 1997;
Zimmerman, 1994). Several methods exist for assessing PDs that could be used to inform
diagnosis, including semistructured diagnostic interviews and self-report questionnaires
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answered by the client (McDermut & Zimmerman, 2005; Widiger & Samuel, 2005b). For a
variety of reasons, though, the vast majority of clinicians base PD diagnoses on their
unstructured interviews and clinical contacts with patients (Perry, 1992).
Although there are formal instruments and/or methods designed to systematically aggregate
clinicians’ diagnostic impressions, such as the Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure (SWAP;
Shedler & Westen, 1998) or the LEAD method (Longitudinal, Expert, All Data; Pilkonis, Heape,
Ruddy, & Serrao, 1991) they are not used routinely within practice settings. The SWAP is an
instrument that was explicitly designed to capture clinicians’ ratings and consists of 200
statements relevant to the description of personality pathology (e.g., tends to be passive and
unassertive). The format of the SWAP requires clinicians to sort the 200 statements into eight
different piles indexing the degree to which each item applies to the individual. It further utilizes
a fixed distribution such that 100 of the items must be sorted as irrelevant or inapplicable, while
decreasing numbers are sorted in the remaining seven categories, with only eight total items
sorted into the most descriptive category. This rating process requires approximately 45-60
minutes for a clinician (Shedler & Westen, 1998) and the resulting profile can be compared to
empirical prototypes to arrive at diagnostic scores for each PD.
The LEAD method of diagnosis relies on expert judges (typically a panel of 3 to 5 mental
health professionals) who incorporate all sources of data available to arrive at a consensus
diagnosis. For example, the panel of judges may review information provided by the client or a
significant other collected via a questionnaire or semistructured interview, data within the
patient’s clinical chart, and/or ratings provided by any research staff who has interacted with the
individual. All data is then reviewed at a case conference that allows detailed discussion of the
client whereby diagnostic impressions can be shared and debated before ultimately arriving a
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consensus rating. The case conference for each patient typically lasts between 1.5 and 2 hours
(Pilkonis et al., 1991).
Given the labor-intensive nature of both the SWAP instrument and the LEAD method, it is
perhaps not surprising that they are not routinely utilized in practice settings. Thus, the clinical
diagnoses provided by treating therapists are most frequently “unstructured” in the sense that
they are not derived from any systematic assessment of the PDs or the diagnostic criteria. Rather,
they rely on the expertise of the individual clinician to detect and identify personality pathology
during their routine clinical interactions. It is, therefore, extremely important to understand the
reliability and validity of routine PD diagnoses assigned by treating clinicians.
Agreement between Clinicians
Interrater reliability, the diagnostic agreement between two separate clinicians describing the
same patient, is a fundamental component for the valid use of a PD system. After all, if two
clinicians cannot agree reasonably on a diagnosis between themselves, then their diagnoses have
little chance of relating well with external criteria or predicting response to treatment.
Unfortunately, as Kraemer, Kupfer, Clarke, Narrow, and Regier (2012) noted “many books and
articles have been written on the methods of evaluation of medical treatments, but little attention
has been paid to the evaluation of the quality of diagnoses” (p. 14). Instead, Kraemer and
colleagues argued that interrater reliability should be among the central concerns of a diagnostic
system and specifically proposed that categorical agreement between .20 - .40 and dimensional
correlations between .40 and .60 would be considered acceptable. These thresholds might be
considered overly liberal as interrater agreement at these levels would still suggest quite a lot of
unshared variance between independent raters. Nonetheless, the current review summarizes the
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existing literature on the interrater reliability of PD diagnoses and uses these benchmarks as
minimal thresholds in order to quantify the observed agreement between two separate clinicians.
Agreement across Methods and Sources
In contrast to the unstructured diagnoses typically provided by treating clinicians in routine
practice, the diagnostic approach within research settings is quite different. PD diagnoses in
research are typically generated based on one or more self-report questionnaires and/or
semistructured diagnostic interviews that comprehensively assess each criterion for all PDs
(Widiger & Samuel, 2005b). The differences between research and clinical procedures raise
pressing questions about the degree to which these contrasting methods agree and what this
portends for evidence-based practice. Indeed, if the samples of individuals with PDs in research
studies (diagnosed primarily via semistructured interviews) have important differences from how
those PDs are diagnosed in clinical practice, this may limit or complicate the adoption of
empirically supported strategies. Thus, an aim of this review was to summarize the agreement
between PD diagnostic ratings provided by treating clinicians and those from other independent
methods (i.e., the instruments employed) and/or sources (i.e., the person providing the ratings).
There have been prior meta-analyses or reviews that have examined portions of this question.
For example, Achenbach, Krukowski, Dumenci, and Ivanova (2005) reviewed 108 studies that
reported agreement between a self-report instrument and some other method of assessing all
types of adult psychopathology. They first noted that less than 0.5% of the studies examined had
provided an index of cross-informant correlations, suggesting that “relatively little attention has
been paid to this problem” of cross-method agreement in psychopathology research (p. 373).
Second, they noted that the mean correlation between self-reports and other sources (e.g., peers,
clinicians, interviews conducted by researchers) was .45 when the exact same instrument was
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used by both parties (i.e., same method, but different source) and .30 when both the sources and
methods were different. Although PDs were investigated as a moderator in these analyses, they
did not obtain significantly different agreement than other forms of psychopathology. These
findings are extremely informative with regard to the general level of agreement of self-report
measures with other diagnostic sources, but do not answer the question about the validity of
clinicians routine PD diagnoses as Achenbach and colleagues had a decidedly different purpose.
While the studies included in that review were very broad in terms of content, they were limited
to only those that utilized a self-report measure as the criterion. Thus, the review by Achenbach
and his colleagues excluded potentially valuable information regarding the specific agreement of
clinicians with other sources, such as semistructured diagnostic interviews.
Meyer and colleagues (2001) provided a thorough review that indexed the cross-method
agreement of a wide variety of psychological assessment instruments. A key finding was that
alternate methods and sources do provide unique information that is valuable in an assessment or
diagnostic context. Within this larger review, Meyer and colleagues (2001) summarized the
specific agreement between “self vs. clinician” (p. 148; Table 3) for the DSM PDs and reported a
median categorical agreement (kappa) coefficient of .18 and a median dimensional correlation of
.33. Nonetheless, Meyer and colleagues employed a rather broad interpretation of the term
“clinician” in their review, even classifying researcher-administered semistructured interviews as
clinician ratings, again limiting the conclusions that can be drawn about the validity of routine
clinical diagnoses of PDs. Not only might this methodological decision inflate convergent
values, but it also precludes the comparison of semistructured interviews (administered by
researchers) to routine diagnoses by treating clinicians. What would be most informative in this
regard is a review that focuses explicitly on the source of the ratings, regardless of the method
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utilized. Such a review would then index the agreement between the individual’s treating
clinician and any other source or method.
Widiger and Boyd (2009) conducted a more focused review of this literature, considering 21
studies that reported on the agreement of unstructured clinical interviews and even broke down
the results by the individual PDs. Although they reported a number of different values, the most
relevant to the current review was that the median dimensional agreement for the individual PDs
was .54. However, as those authors noted, this overall value collapsed across a variety of studies
that used substantially different methods. For example, the global estimates were derived from
studies reporting interrater reliability (e.g., Mellsop, Varghese, Joshua, & Hicks, 1982) as well as
those that were within-, rather than across-method. As Widiger and Boyd noted explicitly, the
largest effect sizes were from studies where the same clinicians provided both the PD diagnoses
and criterion ratings for each patient (Westen & Shedler, 1999). Within their review, Widiger
and Boyd differentiated between those studies where the ratings were blind to each other and
noted that that median value for studies that did not suffer from criterion contamination was
approximately half the magnitude of those that did (i.e., median value of .27 compared to .55).
The current review seeks to build upon that particular comparison by including more recently
published findings and distinguishing between ratings provided by treating clinicians and those
assigned via other methods (i.e., LEAD diagnoses by a research team; Pilkonis et al., 1995). On
the basis of the findings of Widiger and Boyd (2009) it is expected that the overall agreement
across sources will be more comparable to .27 than .50.
Another relevant comparison point for the present study is the review by Klonsky, Oltmanns,
and Turkheimer (2002), which considered 11 studies that reported agreement between PD ratings
provided self-report questionnaires and peer informants. The overall median level of categorical
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agreement across these self and informant ratings was κ = .14, while dimensional agreement was
r = .36, suggesting that self-report and informant reports of PD shared commonality, but also had
important differences. Thus, one might reasonably hypothesize that the agreement between
clinicians (a specific sort of informant) and other methods would approximate this value.
Current Review of the Literature
The current review sought to identify studies that reported the agreement between PD
diagnostic ratings provided by treating clinicians in the course of their therapeutic contact and
some other diagnostic source. The rationale is that this focus provides the most accurate index of
the agreement that can be expected between PD diagnoses in routine clinical settings and those
provided by other methods. In this same vein, the current review separates those studies that
utilized naturalistic diagnostic methods (i.e., brief and mostly unsystematic assessments) and
compares them to others that used more systematic assessment tools to collect ratings from the
clinicians (i.e., SWAP). This allows a formal comparison of the potential validity differences
when using structured methods versus the typical unstructured ratings.
Studies Reviewed
The present review primarily followed the method utilized by Klonsky et al. (2002) to
index the agreement between self-report and informant ratings of PDs. In order to secure a
complete list of relevant studies the reference lists of Perry (1992), Achenbach et al (2005),
Meyer et al (2001), and Widiger and Boyd (2009) were first consulted. As this current review
had a different scope and purpose than those others, each of those reference lists contributed
unique studies. After generating an initial list, Web of Science was searched in July 2013 with
the following search string: Topic = (Personality disorder* OR axis II) AND Topic = (clinician*
OR therapist*) AND Topic=(rating* OR diagnos* OR descri* OR assess* OR report*) AND
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Topic = (clinical OR unstructured OR routine OR practice). This search yielded 1,863 results.
Specific studies from these lists were excluded for a variety of reasons. For example, MarinAvellan and colleagues (2005) was excluded because the SCID-II and SWAP-200 were
completed by the same researchers and were not based on clinical contact by a treating clinician.
Additionally, work by Pilkonis and colleagues (1991, 1995) using the LEAD method was
excluded because diagnoses were made by the research team based on the research interviews
and not based on therapeutic contact. An examination of these studies yielded 36 manuscripts
that met inclusion criteria. This list contained several that were not included in prior reviews, as
well some that were published subsequently indicating the novelty and comprehensiveness of the
present review.
Methodological Considerations
Many of the studies qualifying for inclusion still had notable methodological differences.
For example, fifteen studies considered only a subset of the ten current PDs. This was due in
some cases to an a priori focus on specific constructs (e.g., Samuel et al., 2013) and in others to
the use of measures that assessed only a subset (Löffler-Stastka et al., 2006). Still other studies
had incomplete data as insufficient base rates for some PDs prevented calculations of categorical
agreement. An additional four studies did not provide results for individual PDs at all, and
instead reported only the agreement for the presence versus absence of any PD diagnosis (e.g.,
Cantrell & Dana, 1987). Further, due to the range of years this review covers, the specific
operationalization of the PDs also varied. Seventeen of the studies concerned PDs as defined by
DSM-IV, nine used DSM-III-R definitions, six DSM-III, two ICD-10, and two utilized Qvariables which are similar to the DSM-IV PDs, but are specific to the SWAP-200.
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There were also differences in the statistics utilized to report agreement across the
studies. Although two studies (Allard & Grann, 2000; Hyler, Rieder, Williams, & Spitzer, 1989)
reported both categorical and dimensional agreement statistics, most focused on only one or the
other. Of the remaining 34 studies, 18 utilized Kappa to index categorical agreement while 16
utilized Pearson correlations to quantify dimensional agreement.
Finally, although all studies had to report PD ratings provided by a treating clinician for
inclusion in the review, there was substantial variation in the specific instruments used to collect
and aggregate those ratings. Fourteen studies did not use any instrument and clinicians simply
assigned one or more categorical diagnoses, such as might be done within a medical chart. The
remaining 20 studies employed a variety of measures. These measures were mostly brief rating
forms at the level of PD (e.g., Personality Assessment Form; Shea, Glass, Pilkonis, Watkins, &
Docherty, 1987), but others were much longer and collected ratings on individual items or
diagnostic criteria that were combined to render PD diagnoses.
In addition to the variation in the instruments used to collect clinician ratings, the source
providing the criterion ratings varied across studies, as did the instruments they used to provide
those ratings. Nine of the studies concerned exclusively the agreement between two independent
clinician raters (i.e., interrater reliability), 14 compared clinicians’ ratings to those provided by
clients via a self-report questionnaire, nine utilized a semistructured interview administered to
clients by research personnel, and four considered multiple sources and/or methods.
In short, the methodological variation across the studies prohibited a formal aggregation
using meta-analytic methods (e.g., sample-size weighted effect size estimates). Like Klonsky and
colleagues (2002) the median values across studies are reported with each study weighted
equally. In cases where a single study provided more than one effect size (e.g., two separate
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criterion measures; dimensional and categorical agreement statistics), both were included in
omnibus calculations, but disaggregated for specific moderator analyses.
Results
Interrater Reliability
A first step was to clarify the agreement between raters for PD diagnoses within the nine
studies reporting interrater reliability. Table 1 provides the Kappa values for the diagnosis of any
PD (vs. No PD) and they ranged from .35 to .62, with a median of .52. Categorical agreement
was quite similar regardless of whether the raters had interviewed the client jointly (.52) or
separately (.48). The median kappa agreement for individual PD diagnoses in each study ranged
from .23 to .62, with an overall median of .40. When PDs were rated dimensionally, the median
Pearson correlations for each study ranged from .34 to .74, with an overall median value of .46.
There did appear to be some distinction based on the instrument used to aggregate the clinicians’
ratings as the median was .61 for two studies that had used a version of the SWAP, but .43 for
those that used other methods.
Cross-method Agreement
Table 2 presents the studies that concerned the agreement of clinicians’ ratings with other
methods and/or sources. The overall median agreement coefficients across all 27 studies and all
methodologies are presented first to summarize the best available estimate of the convergence
between clinicians’ diagnoses and those from other sources. The overall kappa agreement for the
diagnosis of any PD (vs. No PD) ranged from a low of -.07 to a high of .96, with a median of .15.
The median categorical agreement for a specific PD diagnosis across all studies ranged from a
Kappa of .03 to .65, with a median of .26. When considered dimensionally, the median
correlation ranged from .05 to .36 with an overall median of .23.
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The studies were then disaggregated by the source of the criterion ratings (i.e., self-report
or semistructured interview) to determine if there were differences. Table 2 indicates that there
was a notable distinction based on the source of the criterion ratings. The overall median kappa
for any PD diagnosis when it was between clinicians’ ratings and a self-report questionnaire was
.11 (n = 4). The equivalent value when a semistructured interview was used as the criteria was
.38 (n = 5). This was similar for the categorical agreement for specific PD diagnoses, as selfreport (κ = .08, n = 6) was again lower than semistructured interview (κ = .30, n = 11). This
same trend was not nearly noticeable when PDs were rated dimensionally, with a median
correlation of .22 for self-report (n = 13) versus .28 for semistructured interview (n = 4).
The overall median values were also disaggregated based on specific, systematic methods
(e.g., the LEAD method) or specific instruments (e.g., SWAP) that were employed to collect
clinician ratings, in order to determine if this moderated agreement. The bottom of Table 2
presents the median agreement for specific PD diagnoses from studies where the clinical
treatment team had collaboratively diagnosed PDs using the LEAD method. The median kappa
values for individual PDs ranged from .30 to .65 across the studies, with an overall median of
.33. This value was slightly higher than the overall median across all other studies (κ = .26),
suggesting that the use of the LEAD method did increase cross-method convergence.
Similarly, this review sought to determine whether the use of a version of the SWAP
affected the convergence with other sources. The median convergent correlation across the five
studies that employed the SWAP ranged from .24 to .35, with an overall median of .33. This
median dimensional agreement for a specific PD did appear somewhat higher than the overall
median, consistent with the increase for the LEAD method. Finally, the last row presents the
overall median values from all other studies (i.e., those that did not use the SWAP or the LEAD
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method). This does suggest that using these more systematic methods modestly increased the
level of agreement between clinician ratings and other sources.
Discussion
An important finding from the nine published studies that have reported on the agreement
between PD diagnostic ratings assigned two independent clinicians is that interrater reliability is
modest across a variety of methods (κ = .40; r = .46). Perhaps surprisingly, it seems to make
little difference whether clients are interviewed jointly or separately as both estimates were quite
similar. The overall median kappa for agreement between individual PD diagnoses was .40.
Although some would likely debate the thresholds they assigned, this level of interrater
reliability would be considered acceptable by Kraemer et al. (2012).
To provide context for this value it is instructive to compare it to agreement estimates
from other fields. For example, in consulting Meyer and colleagues (2001) review, this was
comparable to the meta-analytic agreement observed between traditional dental X-rays and the
diagnosis of between-tooth cavities (Vanrijkom & Verdonschot, 1995). Nonetheless, it is also
important to note that the estimated interrater reliability in the present review may also be an
overestimate of typical practice, because many studies only reported agreement statistics for
those PDs that had sufficient base rates. Thus, one might expect that in a typical practice setting
where base rates are unknown, that the agreement between two clinicians describing the same
patient might be even lower.
An additional note on the interrater reliability is that it might increase when clinician
ratings were recorded in a more systematic and detailed way, but more research is needed. The
median value for the two studies that used the SWAP was .61 as compared to .43 for all other
methods. However, even this median value might not be representative as there were substantial
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differences across the two studies that used the SWAP. The first, Westen and Muderrisoglu
(2003), obtained SWAP-200 ratings provided by treating clinicians from local clinics affiliated
with the research group. Each of the 16 client participants was rated by their treating clinician
and then by the researchers following a 3-hour unstructured clinical interview. The agreement for
the PD ratings within that sample was remarkably high, with correlations ranging from .55
(paranoid) to .86 (antisocial), with a median of .74. A more recent study that employed the
SWAP in a similar manner within a sample of 145 outpatients reported values that were
substantially lower (Westen, Shedler, Bradley, & DeFife, 2012). In that study, interrater
reliability correlations for individual PDs ranged from .45 to .59, with a median of .48. Thus, it
appears that although use of a SWAP instrument improves interrater reliability, the gains are
likely not as dramatic as suggested by the preliminary findings of Westen and Muderrisoglu
(2003). Additional research that clarifies this inconsistency across studies using the SWAP
would be informative.
In any event, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the increased time spent completing a
standardized, lengthier, and more psychometrically sound measures will pay dividends in terms
of agreement across clinicians. More research is clearly needed to test this hypothesis and to with
other systematic measures beyond the SWAP. For example, research that has two treating
clinicians describe the same patient using an informant version of the DSM-5 Section III
dimensional trait model (e.g., Markon, Quilty, Bagby, & Krueger, 2013) would be instructive in
this regard.
Agreement of Clinicians with other Sources
The present review provides the best available estimate regarding the degree of
agreement between treating clinicians’ PD diagnoses and those from alternative sources (e.g.,
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self-report and interview). The overall median agreement for individual PDs across a variety of
studies was κ = .26 (categorical) and r = .23 (dimensional). As with interrater agreement, it did
appear that the more systematic assessments such as LEAD diagnosis or a version of the SWAP,
improved the rate of cross-method agreement, but only modestly. Further, the level of crossmethod agreement was largely similar across criterion sources, with slightly better agreement
between clinicians’ diagnoses and researcher conducted semistructured interviews, than for selfreport questionnaires completed by clients. The finding of greater overlap between clinicians and
semistructured interviews is perhaps not particularly surprising as they do share some method
variance (i.e., clinical judgment). Nonetheless, considering both semistructured interviews and
unstructured diagnoses are variants of clinician ratings, perhaps the bigger surprise is that the
overall agreement between those two methods was still so modest (mdn r = .28).
This overall level of agreement between clinicians and other sources (r = .23) has farreaching implications for the translation of research concerning empirically-based treatments into
clinical practice settings. Routine discordance between clinician-generated PD diagnoses and
those from research methods raises important questions about whether practicing clinicians can
have confidence that the diagnoses they generate will inform treatment selection and planning.
For instance, although research has identified effective treatments for specific PDs, the patient
groups in those treatment studies are routinely diagnosed using semistructured diagnostic
interviews. Thus, the applicability of the treatment outcome research to clinical practice might be
questioned. In other words, a clinician should have little confidence that the individual client
they diagnose with borderline PD, for example, will necessarily benefit from dialectical behavior
therapy despite its considerable empirical support for treating the condition (Linehan, Tutek,
Heard, & Armstrong, 1994).
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It is also worth noting that the overall median dimensional agreement reported here (.23)
approximates, but is somewhat lower than the median correlation of .36 reported between
informants and self-report measures of PDs by Klonsky and colleagues (2002). Considering that
clinicians are a specific type of informant, one can begin to make comparisons to the agreement
observed for other types of informants. Interestingly, this would suggest that clinicians’
formulations of their clients’ personalities share less common variance with the client’s own selfdescription than do reports by spouses, peers, or other informants. One potential explanation for
this finding would be that clinicians spend only an hour per week with the client, in one specific
context, whereas spouses spend considerably more time with the client in a vast array of
contexts. More work that contrasts the incremental validity of clinician and spouse informants
would be quite valuable. In any event, the present results indicate that even in the most optimistic
scenario—when clinician ratings collected via systematic method are compared to a
semistructured interview—the shared variance between clinicians’ diagnoses and other methods
would amount to only 10-12%.
Comparative Validity
Considering the limited amount of overlapping variance between clinicians and other
sources, a fundamentally important question concerns the relative validity of the sources. In
other words, when faced with conflicting information from a self-report questionnaire and a
clinicians’ diagnosis which source is more accurate or valid for predicting important external
criteria. Some have argued for the fundamental validity of clinicians’ PD ratings (Westen, 1997)
due to their extensive training and refined clinical judgment as well as concerns about the
validity of client-reported PD ratings (Huprich, Bornstein, & Schmitt, 2011; Westen, 1997)
[although for an alternative viewpoint see Rogers (2003), Widiger and Boyd (2009), or
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Zimmerman (2003)]. For example, Huprich and Bornstein (2007) argued that self-report
questionnaires completed by clients have significant limitations and might be inaccurate due to
PD clients’ lack of insight into problematic aspects of their personalities or even deliberate
attempts to portray themselves in positive or negative ways. Thus, one might reasonably
hypothesize that clinicians would provide diagnostic ratings that cumulatively contained more
valid variance for predicting important outcomes such as ones interpersonal or occupational
functioning.
Then again, research concerning the relative validity of PD ratings by self and informants
would suggest that there may actually be reciprocal validity such that each source increments the
other. Klein (2003) compared the PD ratings from clients and a knowledgeable informant within
a group of 85 depressed outpatients. He reported that when the clients were reassessed 7.5 years
later, both sources incrementally predicted depression scores and global functioning assessed by
a neutral method (i.e., semistructured interviews) above the other. Thus, he concluded that “both
patients’ and informants’ reports of personality disorders and personality disorder features make
independent and unique contributions to predicting symptomatology, social adjustment, and
global functioning” (p. 221). Subsequent research in cross-sectional samples has provided
similar results (Miller, Pilkonis, & Clifton, 2005). Thus, one might well expect that clinicians
and other methods would also increment one another. Perhaps surprisingly, the existing research
does not support such reciprocity.
A recent report from the CLPS does shed light upon the question of the relative validity
of clinicians’ PD diagnoses and those provided by self-report questionnaires and semistructured
interviews. Samuel et al. (2013) examined 320 participants with available baseline PD ratings
provided by their treating clinician via the PAF (Shea et al., 1987), as well as a semistructured
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interview (Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders; Zanarini, Frankenburg,
Sickel, & Yong, 1996), and a self-report questionnaire (i.e., PD scales from the Schedule for
Nonadaptive and Adaptive Personality; Clark, Simms, Wu, & Casillas, in press). In order to
avoid content overlap and methodological confounds they examined the ability of these three
sets of diagnostic ratings to predict two assessments of psychosocial functioning (one assessed
via self-report and one a semistructured interview) from the 5-year follow-up. For example, the
clinician ratings from the PAF and the SNAP-2 PD scales were entered in a hierarchical
regression model to predict psychosocial functioning as assessed by a semistructured interview.
In this way, the criteria and outcome were neutral with respect to method.
The results of these analyses indicated that PD ratings from both the semistructured
interview and the self-report questionnaire routinely incremented the prediction offered by the
clinician ratings, but the reverse was only rarely the case. In subsequent analyses with a subset of
the clinicians who were extremely familiar with the patients (i.e., at least 1 year of treatment)
produced a similar pattern of results. This provocatively suggested that self-report questionnaires
and semistructured interviews should be seen as more valuable than ratings by treating clinicians
for the prospective prediction of psychosocial functioning. Although the findings from Samuel
and colleagues (2013) beg for additional research that uses other instruments, other samples, and
other independent criteria, they suggest that, at minimum, the disagreement between clinicians’
ratings and other methods are not purely a function of limitations associated with self-report.
In this regard, a broader literature is emerging that suggests the limitations of self-report
for personality pathology may be less of a concern than previously supposed. Recent studies
have suggested that ratings for narcissism and psychopathy, two of the PDs most often
implicated as potentially biased due to lack of insight or faking good, have supported the validity
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of self-report assessments. A meta-analysis of a variety of psychopathy scales indicates that selfreport results are not strongly related to indicators of positive response bias (Ray et al., 2013).
Further, studies have indicated that individuals are able to detect their own levels of narcissism
and psychopathy in ways that agree with external ratings (Carlson, Vazire, & Oltmanns, 2011;
Miller, Jones, & Lynam, 2011). In short, these findings counter suggestions about the invalidity
of self-report questionnaires or semistructured interviews for PD diagnosis (Huprich et al., 2011)
and even suggest their increased use in clinical practice.
Explanations
In some respects, the limited agreement between clinicians’ PD ratings and other
methods may not be particularly surprising, as there are important method differences across
these sources. Whereas questionnaires and structured interviews are designed to be
comprehensive in terms of their coverage of personality pathology and systematic in their
assessment of individual criteria, clinicians’ PD diagnoses are typically informed by unstructured
interviews that are likely idiosyncratic (Zimmerman & Mattia, 1999) and neglect the full list of
diagnostic criteria (Westen & Weinberger, 2004).
Thus, although it is certainly possible that clients’ self-reports are limited, there are also
compelling reasons to believe clinicians reports are equally, if not more limited. An extensive
literature has suggested that clinicians are imperfect at collecting and organizing information
obtained during clinical interviews (Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 2000; Meehl, 1954).
Clinicians’ ratings also might be limited practically by the fact that they rely on observed
behaviors to make diagnoses, yet typically interact with their patients in only a single setting
(i.e., the consulting room) that has proscribed social roles and restricts patients’ behavioral
repertoires. However, even if clinicians obtain all relevant information during an interview,
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cognitive biases may enter during transcription and encoding. For example, research has found
that salient features are more heavily weighted than others (Blashfield & Herkov, 1996; Morey
& Ochoa, 1989). In other words, clinicians appear likely to assign the diagnosis of borderline PD
to a client who presents with affective lability and self-injurious behavior without conducting a
full assessment of the other seven criteria. It is understandable that such tendencies might also
contribute to errors in PD diagnoses including the well-documented tendency toward biases
according to gender (Anderson, Sankis, & Widiger, 2001; Flanagan & Blashfield, 2003; Samuel
& Widiger, 2009).
In addition to these methodological and procedural differences, clinicians’ PD ratings are
often aggregated informally whereas questionnaires are scored according to predefined
algorithms (Westen & Weinberger, 2004). The results of the present review did suggest that
when clinicians utilize formal rating scales such as the SWAP-200, the interrater reliability and
the convergence with other sources increased modestly (i.e., correlations increased by
approximately .10). Although this increase certainly supports clinicians’ use of systematic
assessments when providing PD diagnoses, it does not appear that this change alone is sufficient
to fundamentally alter existing findings. It is also important to note, in this regard, that this
review considered only the convergent validity of clinicians’ ratings with other sources. It is
quite possible, for example, that the use of a more psychometrically robust measure simply
increases the shared variance with a variety of criteria and also would elevate discriminant
correlations. This is one possible explanation for the elevated interrater correlations presented by
Westen and Muderrisoglu (2003). Indeed, the authors of the SWAP have subsequently
eliminated the q-sort fixed-distribution (Blagov, Bi, Shedler, & Westen, 2012) to avoid concerns
that it might artificially inflate convergent and discriminant validity. Thus, future studies that
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compare the convergent and discriminant validity of more systematic clinician ratings with other
methods would be quite informative in isolating this possibility.
Integrating Clinicians’ Ratings with those from Other Sources
More generally, it is unlikely that any one source of personality description should be
preferred globally over another (Connelly & Ones, 2010). Instead, a more fruitful research
question is “who can most validly tell us what about whom, under which conditions?” Connelly
and Ones (2010) meta-analyzed a wide literature on the accuracy of observer ratings of
personality and found that although they were quite useful for predicting behavior, relative to
self-report, there were important nuances. Interestingly, it was the level of interpersonal intimacy
between the observer and the target, not the frequency or duration of contact that increased the
accuracy of self and other ratings. Extrapolated into a diagnostic context this suggests that
although simply seeing a client for a greater number of sessions or even longer sessions (i.e.,
familiarity) may not increase the therapist’s ability to provide accurate personality ratings, the
cross-method convergence might be increased by a stronger rapport or working alliance.
Moreover, Connelly and Ones (2010) also found that there were important differences
across aspects of personality, such that informants had greater accuracy for the more observable
traits, such as extraversion and conscientiousness. In contrast, more internal aspects of
personality such as negative emotionality and openness were more difficult for observers to
assess accurately. Interestingly, Ready, Clark, Watson, and Westerhouse (2000) suggested that
when rating more difficult-to-judge traits, informants tend to display a “self-based heuristic”
such that they rate the target more similarly to their own self-description. Vazire’s (2010) work
on Self-Other Knowledge Asymmetry (SOKA) also suggests that the observability of a construct
is important for understanding self and other agreement, but also highlights the importance of
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evaluativeness. Specifically, those traits or features that are more evaluative in nature (e.g.,
attractiveness, intelligence) may moderate agreement such that well-acquainted others may be
more accurate than the self-perception. This is highly relevant to PDs as many pathological traits
would be said to be somewhat evaluative and suggests a future line of inquiry.
In this way, future studies should explore the possibility that clinicians and clients can
each provide valid (and perhaps complementary) information about different aspects of
personality pathology. For example, it may well be that clinicians are well-equipped to provide
ratings for more observable aspects of personality, such as impulsivity, but are relatively less
accurate at detecting internal processes, such as dissociation. Such findings would dovetail with
available data for self-report and semistructured interview assessments in the PD field (Hopwood
et al., 2008). Hopwood and colleagues (2008) noted that among measures of borderline PD a
self-report questionnaire exhibited greater accuracy than a semistructured interview for criteria
that required access to internal states (e.g., chronic emptiness), whereas the reverse was true for
more explicitly observable indicators (i.e., self-harm). In this way, research that begins to answer
how the judgment and objectivity of a clinician, as well as the client’s expertise on him or
herself, can be harnessed most effectively to provide the most valid picture of a client would be
extremely useful. In sum, additional research is needed to determine who can provide the most
accurate information about what aspects of a client’s personality. Such data would be quite
valuable for informing clinical diagnosis and care.
Is Diagnostic Disagreement Specific to PDs?
Finally, it should be noted that the modest agreement between clinicians’ diagnoses and
those from other methods is not specific to PDs. In fact, similar rates of cross-method agreement
have been reported for a variety of other psychiatric diagnoses (Rettew, Lynch, Achenbach,
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Dumenci, & Ivanova, 2009). Rettew and colleagues (2009) aggregated 38 studies reporting the
agreement between clinician-generated diagnoses and those from structured diagnostic
interviews (including three on PDs that were included in the present review). Rettew and
colleagues (2009) reported categorical agreement of .27 across the diagnostic manual. There
were specific disorders and diagnostic categories that appeared to fare better (e.g., κ = .84 for
anorexia nervosa) and others worse (e.g., κ = .14 for affective disorders), but the overall value
was not all that dissimilar than what we report here for PDs. Thus, it should not be implied that
diagnostic discordance between practicing clinicians and other sources is peculiar to PDs. This
raises the concern that diagnostic discrepancy between research and clinical settings may limit
the opportunity for evidence-based practice across all, or most, of psychopathology.
Moving toward a Dimensional Model
It is important to note that this review focused on clinicians’ diagnoses of the traditional
PD categories. Although these PD categories were retained, verbatim, as the official
nomenclature within DSM-5, a number of compelling concerns have been raised about the
categorical model (e.g., Clark, 2007; Trull & Durrett, 2005; Widiger & Samuel, 2005a). Some of
these concerns fundamentally affect their validity, such as excessive heterogeneity and
problematic co-occurrence. Thus, it is also possible that the level of agreement observed here is
at least partially suppressed by the unreliability and invalidity of the categories themselves.
It is worth considering, in this regard, that DSM-5 also adopted an alternative model of
PDs within Section III to encourage further research. Specifically, the section III hybrid system
includes a dimensional trait model that has five higher-order domains that are consistent with the
five-factor model (Gore & Widiger, 2013; Thomas et al., 2013) and other trait models (Harkness,
Finn, McNulty, & Shields, 2012). There have been five studies that examined clinicians’
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application of dimensional trait models to their clients and can clarify the agreement across
methods/sources.
Soldz, Budman, Demby, and Merry (1995) obtained self-report and clinician descriptions
of the five-factor model (FFM) for 35 outpatients and reported that the level of agreement for the
five domains ranged from .22 (neuroticism) to .56 (extraversion), with an overall median of .13.
Piedmont and Ciarrocchi (1999) reported somewhat higher agreement between 132 outpatients
and their treating therapists, with convergent correlations ranging from .23 (conscientiousness) to
.46 (openness), with a median of .28. Samuel and Widiger (2010) is the only study that has
considered multiple sources simultaneously as they compared clinician ratings of the FFM to
scores from a semistructured interview (SIFFM; Trull & Widiger, 1997) as well as the self- and
informant report versions of the NEO Personality Inventory – Revised (Costa & McCrae, 1992).
Samuel and Widiger noted differences in agreement across these sources as the median
agreement with the treating therapists’ ratings were .35 for the semistructured interview, .20 for
self-report, and .11 for informant-report. Finally, Few et al. (2010) utilized the LEAD method to
provide FFM ratings and then compared these to independent self-report ratings of trait
dimensions from the SNAP-2 (Clark et al., in press). They reported that agreement was .45
between negative temperament and neuroticism; -.32 between disinhibition and
conscientiousness (negative correlations indicate convergence between these two traits); and .52
between positive temperament and extraversion. A more recent study by Few and colleagues
(2013), did not collect ratings by treating clinicians but is still relevant. Few and colleagues
explored the agreement between the DSM-5 Section III dimensional traits as rated by research
clinicians following an interview and those provided by the client on the PID-5. The overall
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agreement for the five domains ranged from .50 (psychoticism) to .68 (negative affectivity), with
a median of .63.
Taken together, this emerging literature on the clinical use of dimensional trait models
appears to mirror the larger literature on the PD categories, but with perhaps slightly higher
convergence overall. This suggests that a) weak convergence between clinicians and self-report
is not attributable solely to the model being used and b) more structured, systematic methods still
produce higher agreement. Additional research that investigates the agreement between
therapists and clients using the FFM that appears in DSM-5 Section III is sorely needed to better
answer this question, but initial results with dimensional trait models appear to hold some
promise of improved convergence.
Methodological Limitations of the Literature
The current review summarizes a wide and disparate literature on the agreement between
PD diagnoses provided by treating clinicians and alternative diagnostic methods. Although prior
reviews have covered portions of this literature, this effort was focused on externally valid
diagnostic practices and is comprehensive in its coverage of relevant studies to provide the best
available estimate of this agreement. Nonetheless, there are a number of factors that limit the
contribution. First, the disparate nature of this literature precluded a formal aggregation of
weighted effect sizes that would account for the sample size and the quality of available data
points. Nonetheless, this is the approach that was used by Klonsky et al (2002) to summarize the
agreement between self and informant descriptions of PDs and it has become a seminal source
on that topic. Nonetheless, it would be ideal if future studies were more systematic in their
reporting of standard agreement statistics.
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It is also important to note that due to limitations of the extant literature it was not
possible to summarize agreement statistics for individual PD diagnoses. Instead, the median
values of all PDs examined in given studies were used to create the summary variable. In this
regard it is quite possible that there are important variations across the DSM-IV PD constructs in
terms of their agreement across sources, such that agreement is substantially higher for some
PDs than others. At the very least, we can be fairly certain that the values presented here are
relatively robust indicators of the general level of agreement across this class of disorders, but
future work that isolates specific PDs, traits, or criteria would allow a more precise estimate of
potential moderators of this agreement.
Finally, it is crucial to acknowledge that this review considered only convergent validity
across sources, whereas a complete context for these results would also require the discriminant
validity coefficients. In this regard, it is quite possible that the somewhat higher agreement
observed for more structured methods of collecting therapist ratings, such as the SWAP-200,
might simply reflect a greater psychometric quality that produces higher correlations with target
and non-target constructs. Future research that considers the ratio of convergent to discriminant
correlations would be most informative in regard to the ultimately diagnostic utility of any given
method or source.
Conclusions and Practical Implications
A primary conclusion from the literature reviewed here is that PD diagnoses assigned by
treating clinicians evince moderate interrater reliability and relate modestly with other sources
typically used in research settings. On the one hand, this finding portends poorly for the validity
of PD diagnoses assigned within routine clinical practice and is likely to hold back efforts to
translate empirical treatment findings to practice settings. On the other, it does not appear that
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these findings are completely unique to PDs, as interrater reliability and cross-method
convergence appear problematic across the diagnostic manual. Nonetheless, a more complete
understanding of the relative understanding of the predictive validity of PD diagnoses across
sources, controlling for method, is necessary to inform diagnostic practices. The inclusion of an
alternative, dimensional model of PDs in DSM-5 holds the promise of improving the
conceptualization of personality pathology by building upon the foundation of basic science. Yet,
emerging findings suggest that this change alone might not fully remediate clinicians’ diagnostic
agreement with other sources. Future research that determines how clinicians can most
accurately capture information relevant to forming valid PD diagnoses would be highly
informative. In the interim though, a practical suggestion is the routine use of self-report
questionnaires as a first step toward diagnosis. Self-report questionnaires are freely available to
practitioners, are relatively easy to implement, and prior concerns about invalid responding has
been alleviated. Thus, a standard inclusion of a PD assessment tool, such as the Personality
Inventory for DSM-5 (Krueger, Derringer, Markon, Watson, & Skodol, 2012), early in treatment
appears likely to be beneficial for improving the valid identification of personality pathology
within clinical practice. Ultimately, research which explores how alternative sources can be
combined to produce the most valid assessment of personality pathology is crucial for bridging
the promise of that science to everyday clinical practice.
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Table 1
Interrater Reliability of Clinicians Personality Disorder Diagnoses
κ for

Study
Westen et al
(2012)
Hesse & Thylstrup
(2008)

Hesse (2005)

n

PD

Variables

Definition Source

Rated

Instrument

SWAP items

SWAP-II

separate r

.48

clinical

PDs (dim)

list

separate r

.34

contact

criteria

checklist

separate r

.46

PDs (dim)

none

separate r

.43

separate r

.74

145 SWAP Qs

75

DSM-IV

49

DSM-IV

16

DSM-IV

Westen &
Muderrisoglu
(2003)

clinical
contact

clinical
contact
clinical
contact
unstructured

Molinari et al
(1998)

20

DSM-IV

interview
clinical
contact

Regier et al (1994)

491 ICD-10

Bronisch et al

60

DSM-III-

unstructured
interview
unstructured

SWAP items

SWAP200

Statistic

any

Mdn

Mdn

PD

κ

r

PDs (dim)

PAF

joint

κ

.44

PDs (dim)

PAF

separate κ

.35

PDs (cat)

none

joint

κ

.52

.40

individual

MDCL-P

separate κ

.62

.62

45
(1992)
Mellsop et al
(1982)

R

77

DSM-III

Spitzer et al (1979) 281 DSM-III

interview
unstructured
interview
unstructured
interview

criteria

PDs (cat)

none

PDs (cat)

none

separate κ

.41

joint

κ

.61

separate κ

.54

median kappa
median correlation

.52

.23

.40
.46

notes: SWAP = Shedler - Westen Assessment Procedure; DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; ICD =
International Classification of Diseases; PD = Personality Disorder; PAF = Personality Assessment Form; MDCL-P = Munich
Diagnostic Checklist for the assessment of DSM-III-R and ICD-10 Personality Disorders.
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Table 2
Convergence of Clinicians Personality Disorder Diagnoses with Other Methods and Sources

PD
Study
Gritti et al. (in
prep)

n
57

Samuel et al.

112

(in press)

112

Samuel et al.

320

(2013)

320

Samuel &
Widiger (2010)
Andreas et al.
(2009)
Smith et al.
(2009)
Bradley et al.
(2007)
Loffler-Statska
et al. (2007)

κ for
any

Mdn

Mdn

PD

κ

r

Variables

Clinician

Instrument

Source

Rated

Method

(Source)

DSM-IV

clinical contact

SWAP items

SWAP-200

DSM-IV

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

PAF

DSM-IV

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

PAF

Definition

77
86

Criterion

DSM-IV

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

DSMRF

61
intake

MCMI-III
(S)

Statistic
r

PDQ-4 (S)

r

.15

DIPD-IV (I)

r

.12

DIPD-IV (I)

r

.31

.35

SNAP-2 (S)

r

.08

.22

PDI-IV (I)

r

.24

SNAP (S)

r

.08

DSMRF (P)

r

.16

PDs (cat.)

none

SCID-II (I)

κ

clinical contact

SWAP items

SWAP-200

IIP-64 (S)

r

DSM-IV

clinical contact

SWAP items

SWAP-200

PAI (S)

r

DSM-IV

clinical contact

SWAP items

SWAP-200

SCID-II (I)

r

55

DSM-IV

85

DSM-IV

47

33

interview

.35

.45

.31

.33

.33
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Fridell &
Hesse (2006)
Torrens et al.
(2004)
Davidson et al.
(2003)

138

DSM-IIIR

unstructured

criteria

checklist

105

DSM-IV

clinical contact

PDs (cat.)

LEAD

23

SWAP Qs

clinical contact

SWAP items

SWAP-200

33

ICD-10

clinical contact

PDs (cat.)

none

SCID-II (I)

κ

PRISM (I)

κ

.65

SCID-II (I)

κ

.36

SWAP-200
(S)

.48

.26

r

.24

Egan, Nathan,
and Lumley

IPDE (I)

κ

(2003)
Rossi et al.
(2003)
Tenney et al.
(2003)
Allard &
Grann (2000)
Wilberg et al.
(2000)
Dreessen &
Arntz (1999)
North et al.
(1997)
Chick et al.

.96
330

DSM-IV

65

DSM-IV

42

DSM-IV

100

DSM-IV

70

97
101

DSM-IIIR

clinical contact
unstructured
interview
clinical contact
clinical contact
+ SCID-II
clinical contact

DSM-III-

all clinical

R

information

DSM-III-

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

PDs (cat.)
individual
criteria

Rating

MCMI-III

Form

(S)

none

DIP-Q

.25

r

.21

ADP-IV (S)

κ

.15

.36

SCID-II (I)

κ

.14

.23

DIP-Q (S)

κ

-.07

.03

ICC

PDs (cat.)

LEAD

PDQ-4 (S)

κ

PDs (cat.)

TQPP

SCID-II (I)

κ

PDs (cat.)

none

DIS (I)

κ

individual

checklist

MCMI (S)

r

.07

.30

.12

.03

.40
.05

48
(1993)
Bronisch et al.
(1993)
Klein et al.
(1993)

R

60

103

Vine &
Steingart

(1989)
Morey et al.
(1988)
Skodol et al.
(1988)
Piersma (1987)
Cantrell &
Dana (1987)

DSM-III-

unstructured

R

interview

DSM-IIIR

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

MDCL-P

PDQ-R (S)

κ

PDs (dim.)

PAF

WISPI (S)

r

PDs (cat.)

none

SCID-II (I)

κ

DSM-III-

intake

R

interview

552

DSM-III

clinical contact

PDs (dim.)

CAF

107

DSM-III

discharge chart

PDs (cat.)

none

MMPI-2 (S)

r

clinical contact

PDs (cat.)

LEAD

SCID-II (I)

κ

64

(1994)
Hyler et al.

criteria

20

DSM-IIIR

.38

.36

.38
PDQ (S)

.12

κ

.23
.08

r

43

DSM-III

clinical contact

PDs (cat.)

none

MCMI (S)

κ

72

DSM-III

clinical contact

PDs (cat.)

none

MCMI (S)

κ

.31

.19

.30
.05

.07

Overall
Median

.15

.26

.23

Median Self-

.11

.08

.22

49
report
Median
Interview

.38

.30

.28

LEAD Method

--

.33

--

SWAP Method

--

--

.33

.15

.23

.19

All other
Methods

Notes: PD = Personality Disorder; Sources are as indicated: S = self-report, I = semistructured interview, and P = peer informant;
DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; SWAP = Shedler - Westen Assessment Procedure; cat =
categorical; dim = dimensional; MCMI = Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory; PAF = Personality Assessment Form; PDQ =
Personality Diagnostic Questionnaire; DIPD-IV = Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders; SNAP = Schedule for
Nonadaptive and Adaptive Personality; PDI-IV = Personality Disorder Interview for DSM-IV; DSMRF = DSM-IV PD Rating
Form; SCID-II = Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II; IIP-64 = Inventory of Interpersonal Problems; PAI =
Personality Assessment Inventory; LEAD = Longitudinal, Expert, All Data; PRISM = Psychiatric Research Interview for
Substance Use and Mental Disorders; ICD = International Classification of Diseases; IPDE = International Personality Disorders
Evaluation; ADP-IV = Assessment of DSM-IV Personality Disorder; DIP-Q = DSM-IV and ICD-10 Personality Questionnaire;
TQPP = Therapist Questionnaire for Personality Pathology; DIS = Diagnostic Interview Schedule; MDCL-P = Munich Diagnostic
Checklist for the Diagnosis of DSM-III-R Personality Disorders; WISPI = Wisconsin Personality Disorders Inventory; CAF =
Clinician Assessment Form; MMPI = Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.

